
Observations vs. Inferences

“You can observe a lot just by watching.”

-Yogi Berra
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Side by Side Comparison



Which is better?



Which is better?

• For example, someone might say that a dead 

fish is smelly.

• It is hard to know just how smelly the fish is 

though.

• To make this quantitative, the scientist could 

ask the person to rate the “smelliness” on a 

scale of 1-5.

• This would then allow you to compare how 

smelly the fish is!



INFERENCES
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Here are some examples!

• Observation: The grass on the school’s front 
lawn is wet.

• Possible inferences:

➢ It rained.

➢ The sprinkler was on.

➢ There is dew on the grass from the morning.

➢ A dog urinated on the grass!

• All of these inferences could possibly explain 
why the grass is wet. They are all based on 
prior experiences. We have all seen rain, 
sprinklers, morning dew, and dogs going to the 
bathroom.





Here are some examples!

• Observation: The school fire alarm is going off.

• Possible inferences:

➢ The school is on fire.

➢ We are having a fire drill.

➢ A student pulled the fire alarm.

• Again, these are all logical explanations for why 

the fire alarm is going off.





You Try!

• Observation: A student is sitting in the main 

office.

• Possible inferences:

?
Why might a student be sitting there?





You Try!

• Observation: 

- Four legs - Big ears - Golden color - White 

underneath - Has whiskers - Has fur

• Possible inferences:

- Can hear well because it has large ears - Hides 

from its prey because of camouflage - Lives in a 

cold climate – fur and snow in the picture -

Related to a cat – ear shape, face shape, long tail 

- Can jump far – jumping in the picture, muscular 

legs



Compare and Contrast

Observations

• That plant is extremely 

wilted.

• The car stopped running.

• The Red’s are leading 

there division.

Inferences

• That plant is extremely 

wilted due to a lack of 

water.

• The car stopped running 

because it was out of 

gas.

• The Red’s are leading 

there division because 

they are playing well right 

now.



Note the Difference.


